
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

1. EVERYTHING MUST BE STOCK for make and model.

2. ONLY 4-cylinder cars are permitted in this class.

No all-wheel drive, turbos, or rotary engines.

No standalone wiring harnesses

No tuned computers

No cold air intakes. Must be stock breather systems with stock air box and

filter. 3. Motor must match car. Engine must match make and model of car.

4. Aftermarket RADIATOR permitted for cooling. Must be in stock location.

5. Exhaust Must extend past driver’s seat.

6. After market noise permitted. Any bars in front of the radiator must remain inside the noise/bumper

7. Must have a 4-Point Roll Cage with a Min. of 4 bars in the driver’s door and 2 bars in the passenger

door. Must be completely welded up all the way around with 1 ½ MINIMUM Tubing.

NO SPOT WELDING THE CAGE TOGETHER

TUBING MUST BE REAL TUBING. NOW SWINGSET TUBING

8. Racing Seat belts MANDANTORY!! Minimum 2 in Harness.

9. Racing Helmets MANDANTORY!! / RACING SUIT MANDANTORY!! / RACEIVERS MANDANTORY!!

10. WEIGHT RULE IS 1 LB. per CC. (Example 2.0 is 2000LB.)

11. Drivers must have the OWNERS MANUAL or CHILTON MANUAL for tech.

12. STOCK wheels and DOT Tires ONLY permitted. NO Racing Wheels and Tires.

13. EVERYTHING MUST BE STOCK for make and model.

14. EVERYTHING MUST BE STOCK FOR MAKE AND MODEL!!!!!!!!

COMPUTER CLAIM RULE $350.00.



Drivers are only allowed to claim a box from the car that finishes in front of them. Drivers may only
claim one computer per night. Any driver refusing to sell their box will be disqualified for the
night. CLAIM RULE FOR WHOLE CAR IS $2,000.00 (Amended 4 / 23 / 22)

If car is claimed and sale is refused, Driver will forfeit purse, position and points for the night. Person

claiming the car must have the full $2,000.00 CASH before the car exits the track after the race.

$2,000.00 Claim Rule does not include the seat and seatbelts in the car. Car owner has option to refuse.

4 / 23 / 22 AMENDMENT

Drivers competing in the FWD are only permitted to claim the car they finish behind. (Example: If you

finish 5th, the only car you may claim is the 4th place car)

Drivers competing in the FWD are only permitted to make ONE claim per night on the car you finish
behind.

Any FAN wishing to claim a FWD car after the race may do so by presenting the money to the Flagman or
the Gate worker within 5 minutes after the race is over. Any fan making the claim must have the CASH in
hand.

Any FWD race car that has been claimed by a FAN, may not be driven by any driver that has raced at Tri
County Racetrack in the past year from the date of the claim. The results on the tricountyracetrack.net
website will be used to check for the dates.

If the FAN that purchased the car decides he or she doesn’t want to race, the previous owner gets the

first opportunity to buy the car back.


